
Temporary
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Stop wait a minute cause I didn't say that
Your putting words in my mouth and I really hate that
When did you discover you could read my mind
When I don't even know what I'm feeling inside

Staring in your eyes do I really see you
Maybe I'm blinded by the things I've been through
Looking for the answers but we don't have any
Questions well I got them and there's just so many
Tearing me apart cause there's so much to lose

Where do we go, where have we gone
Can I get past all the doubts running through my head are you t
he one
Will we survive, forever so long, 
And tell me are we are we just, temporary

We're so deep in it that it's hard to see it
And if there's a bigger picture tell me where do we fit
Cause the lines of our lives have finally crossed
And we can't go back cause history is lost
And the futures' cloudy as the skies overhead

Where do we go, where have we gone
Can I get past all the doubts running through my head are you t
he one
Will we survive, forever so long? 
Well tell me are we are we only just, temporary

And baby I'm still fighting all the things I've been denying
It's so hard to figure out
Are we loving, leaving, losing, who we are
And if we've come this far

Where do we go, where have we gone (where have we have gone)
Can I get past all the doubts running through my head are you t
he one
Will we survive(will we survive), forever so long (forever so l
ong)
Well tell me are we are we only just, temporary

I don't wanna be the one to look back and regret the things I'v
e done no
I don't wanna be the one who's standing here waiting for the ai
r to clear
So can we make it right tonight, or tell me are we only just te
mporary
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